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Syracuse Hancock International Airport to Hold Airshow in 2016 
 

Syracuse, New York –The Syracuse Hancock International Airport is thrilled to announce the 

return of the Syracuse International Airshow on June 11 and 12, 2016. Syracuse’s last airshow 

was held in 2002, making it 14 years between shows.  
 

Headlining the event will be they Navy Blue Angels; Syracuse will be their only upstate New 

York performance in 2016. The Blue Angels have flown over 10 different aircraft in the team’s 

65 year history. Originally, the team flew four aircraft in the signature “Diamond” formation and 

expanded to six aircraft to showcase both the diamond and solos high performance capability as 

well as the precision formation flying taught to all Naval Aviators. Today, the squadron flies the 

Boeing F/A-18 Hornet and the Lockheed Martin C-130 Hercules. 
 

A total of 16 officers voluntarily serve with the Blue Angels. The Chief of Naval Air Training 

selects the “Boss,” the Blue Angels Commanding Officer. The Boss, who flies the Number 1 jet, 

must have at least 3,000 tactical jet flight-hours and have commanded a tactical jet squadron. Jets 

2-7 are flown by career-oriented Navy and Marine Corps jet pilots who have at least 1,250 

tactical jet flight hours. After their time with the Angels, the officers return to the fleet after their 

tours of duty of 2 or 3 years depending on their role. 
 

“The Blue Angels are a national treasure and we are thrilled Syracuse is going to be able to host 

them at the Hancock International Airport in 2016,” said Syracuse Mayor Stephanie A. Miner. 

“Every day, we are seeing the return on the investments we have made to give Syracuse a world-

class airport. An air show featuring the Blue Angels will draw in even more people to our 

community to see first-hand the work that has been done at our airport. I am pleased to thank all 

those whose hard work made this possible.” 
 

“We are beyond excited that the Blue Angels selected Syracuse as their only upstate performance 

in 2016,” said Christina Callahan, Executive Director.  “There is nothing quite like the thrill of 

watching a military jet demonstration team like the Blue Angels; the speed, the precision, the 

performance – this is a chance for our community to see one of the military’s premier 

demonstration teams.”  
 

To learn more about the Blue Angels, visit www.blueangels.navy.mil. More information 

regarding tickets and additional performances, static aircraft and other attractions will be 

available in early 2015. 

http://www.blueangels.navy.mil/

